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U.S. Shipbuilding Industry: Complexity and 
Influence to the Other Industries

73 shipbuilding industry as a
complex organizational

structure 0

47 shipbuilding industry
influences adjacent

industries 0
+

100 shipbuilding is critical
to the US economy 0

+

+
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U.S. Shipbuilding Industry: Government 
Assistance

73 shipbuilding industry as a
complex organizational

structure 1

50 US shipbuilding industry
is under government

subsidies 0

47 shipbuilding industry
influences adjacent

industries 1
+

100 shipbuilding is critical
to the US economy 1

+
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U.S. Government Use of Taxpayers’ Money to 
Support U.S. Shipbuilding Industry

50 US shipbuilding industry
is under government

subsidies 1

100 shipbuilding is critical
to the US economy 2

200 taxpayers'
money are used 0

.
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Effectiveness of Use of Taxpayers’ Money 
in the U.S. Shipbuilding Industry

50 US shipbuilding industry
is under government

subsidies 2

101 effective use of
taxpayers' money 0100 shipbuilding is critical

to the US economy 3

200 taxpayers'
money are used 1

214 use of systems thinking tools for
structuring discussions with a following

development of recommendations for systems
thinking usage in the US shipbuilding industry

0
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Research Direction: Characterization of the U.S. 
Shipbuilding Industry Potential

110 positive 0

100 shipbuilding is critical
to the US economy 4

214 use of systems thinking tools for
structuring discussions with a following

development of recommendations for systems
thinking usage in the US shipbuilding industry

1

201 What factors characterize a
potential of the US Shipbuilding

industry 0
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Criticality of Shipbuilding to the U.S. Economy: 
Traditionalism

72 lack of tools for developing criteria for
what type of traditions in the high

techniology processes CAN on CAN
NOT be destroyed 0

7 increased number of poorely selected technological
processes or technical dicisions that were selected

without analysis of problem recurrence in these
processes and decisions in the US shipbuilding and

foreign shipbuilding industries 0

111 negative 0

100 shipbuilding is critical
to the US economy 5

214 use of systems thinking tools for
structuring discussions with a following

development of recommendations fo rsystems
thinking usage in the US shipbuilding industry

2
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Criticality of Shipbuilding to the U.S. Economy: Use of 
Different Theories of Design for Competitiveness 

72 lack of tools for developing criteria for
what type of traditions in the high

techniology processes CAN on CAN
NOT be destroyed 1

71 if a project bid is used on a
competative bases then give a priority to
the organization that use new theories of

design 0

100 shipbuilding is critical
to the US economy 6

214 use of systems thinking tools for
structuring discussions with a following

development of recommendations fo rsystems
thinking usage in the US shipbuilding industry

3

228 use of different
theories of design 0
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Use of Different Theories of Design without 
Use of High Technologies

71 if a project bid is used on a
competative bases then give a priority to
the organization that use new theories of

design 1

100 shipbuilding is critical
to the US economy 7

214 use of systems thinking tools for
structuring discussions with a following

development of recommendations fo rsystems
thinking usage in the US shipbuilding industry

4

228 use of different
theories of design 1
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Criticality of Shipbuilding to the U.S. Economy: 
Competitiveness

73 shipbuilding industry as a
complex organizational

structure 2

71 if a project bid is used on a
competative bases then give a priority to
the organization that use new theories of

design 2

50 US shipbuilding industry
is under government

subsidies 3

47 shipbuilding industry
influences adjacent

industries 2
+

100 shipbuilding is critical
to the US economy 8

+
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Criticality of Shipbuilding to the U.S. Economy: Use of 
Engineering Theory of Design for 100 + years

73 shipbuilding industry as a
complex organizational

structure 3

71 if a project bid is used on a
competative bases then give a priority to
the organization that use new theories of

design 3

52 US government has to give money
to the shipbuilding industry for

transferring it to the other theories of
design 0

50 US shipbuilding industry
is under government

subsidies 4

47 shipbuilding industry
influences adjacent

industries 3
+

100 shipbuilding is critical
to the US economy 9

+

228 use of different
theories of design 2

230 US shipbuilding will
employ other design

theories 0
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Criticality of Shipbuilding to the U.S. Economy: 
Who will be the Leader? 

73 shipbuilding industry as a
complex organizational

structure 4

71 if a project bid is used on a
competative bases then give a priority to
the organization that use new theories of

design 4

50 US shipbuilding industry
is under government

subsidies 5

47 shipbuilding industry
influences adjacent

industries 4
+

100 shipbuilding is critical
to the US economy A

+
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Criticality of Shipbuilding to the U.S. Economy: 
Use of Systems Thinking Tools

68 engineering
design 0 0

55 U.S. shipbuilding has policies
and procedures for engineering

design only 0

51 lag in development form
the use of different theories of

design 0

111 negative 1

100 shipbuilding is critical
to the US economy B 214 use of systems thinking tools for

structuring discussions with a following
development of recommendations for systems
thinking usage in the US shipbuilding industry

5
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Criticality of Shipbuilding to the U.S. Economy: 
Who will be the Initiator?

68 engineering
design 0 1

51 lag in development form
the use of different theories of

design 1

111 negative 2

100 shipbuilding is critical
to the US economy C

214 use of systems thinking tools for
structuring discussions with a following

development of recommendations fo rsystems
thinking usage in the US shipbuilding industry

6

228 use of different
theories of design 3
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Criticality of Shipbuilding to the U.S. Economy: 
Theories of Design and History Length 

55 U.S. shipbuilding has policies
and procedures for engineering

design only 1
71 if a project bid is used on a

competative bases then give a priority to
the organization that use new theories of

design 5

100 shipbuilding is critical
to the US economy D

214 use of systems thinking tools for
structuring discussions with a following

development of recommendations fo rsystems
thinking usage in the US shipbuilding industry

7

228 use of different
theories of design 4

230 US shipbuilding will
employ other design

theories 1
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Criticality of Shipbuilding to the U.S. Economy: 
Opportunity for Competitiveness in the Economy 

Downturn

71 if a project bid is used on a
competative bases then give a priority to
the organization that use new theories of

design 6

100 shipbuilding is critical
to the US economy E

214 use of systems thinking tools for
structuring discussions with a following

development of recommendations for systems
thinking usage in the US shipbuilding industry

8

228 use of different
theories of design 5
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Criticality of Shipbuilding to the U.S. Economy: 
Knowing what CAN and CAN NOT be Destroyed

72 lack of tools for developing criteria for
what type of traditions in the high

techniology processes CAN on CAN
NOT be destroyed 2

110 positive 1

100 shipbuilding is critical
to the US economy F

214 use of systems thinking tools for
structuring discussions with a following

development of recommendations fo rsystems
thinking usage in the US shipbuilding industry

9

227 US shipbuilding industry is trying to
compensate this lag by the use of high

technologies at the level of engineering design
and damage themselves 0

228 use of different
theories of design 6
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Criticality of Shipbuilding to the U.S. Economy: 
Solving Issues by Other, Unknown yet, Methods

110 positive 2

100 shipbuilding is critical
to the US economy G

214 use of systems thinking tools for
structuring discussions with a following

development of recommendations fo rsystems
thinking usage in the US shipbuilding industry

A

227 US shipbuilding industry is trying to
compensate this lag by the use of high

technologies at the level of engineering design
and damage themselves 1

228 use of different
theories of design 7
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Criticality of Shipbuilding to the U.S. Economy: Lessons 
Learned from European History of Shipbuilding

68 engineering
design 0 2

67 architectural
design 0 0

66 systemic
design 0 0

65 art design 0 0

80 foreign shipbuilding
peers use 0

110 positive 3

100 shipbuilding is critical
to the US economy H

214 use of systems thinking tools for
structuring discussions with a following

development of recommendations for systems
thinking usage in the US shipbuilding industry

B

228 use of different
theories of design 8
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Criticality of Shipbuilding to the U.S. Economy: 
Struggle for a Change

68 engineering
design 0 3

67 architectural
design 0 1

66 systemic
design 0 1

65 art design 0 1

80 foreign shipbuilding
peers use 1 51 lag in development form

the use of different theories of
design 2

111 negative 3
100 shipbuilding is critical

to the US economy I

214 use of systems thinking tools for
structuring discussions with a following

development of recommendations for systems
thinking usage in the US shipbuilding industry

C

228 use of different
theories of design 9
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“Engineering Design Only” and Defining its 
Negativity in the U.S. Shipbuilding Industry 

68 engineering
design 0 4

51 lag in development form
the use of different theories of

design 3

111 negative 4

100 shipbuilding is critical
to the US economy J

214 use of systems thinking tools for
structuring discussions with a following

development of recommendations fo rsystems
thinking usage in the US shipbuilding industry

D

228 use of different
theories of design A
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Criticality of Shipbuilding to the U.S. Economy: 
How Design Theories are Connected with 

Time

72 lack of tools for developing criteria for
what type of traditions in the high

techniology processes CAN on CAN
NOT be destroyed 3

51 lag in development form
the use of different theories of

design 4

111 negative 5

100 shipbuilding is critical
to the US economy K

214 use of systems thinking tools for
structuring discussions with a following

development of recommendations fo rsystems
thinking usage in the US shipbuilding industry

E
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Criticality of Shipbuilding to the U.S. Economy: High 
Technologies Cause Accidents before Deployment to 

the Missions

72 lack of tools for developing criteria for
what type of traditions in the high

techniology processes CAN on CAN
NOT be destroyed 4

7 increased number of poorely selected technological
processes or technical dicisions that were selected

without analysis of problem recurrence in these
processes and decisions in the US shipbuilding and

foreign shipbuilding industries 1

111 negative 6

100 shipbuilding is critical
to the US economy L

214 use of systems thinking tools for
structuring discussions with a following

development of recommendations fo rsystems
thinking usage in the US shipbuilding industry

F
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Effectiveness and Exclusion of “Quick Money”

110 positive 4

100 shipbuilding is critical
to the US economy M

214 use of systems thinking tools for
structuring discussions with a following

development of recommendations for systems
thinking usage in the US shipbuilding industry

G

201 What factors characterize a
potential of the US Shipbuilding

industry 1
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Systems Thinking Tools: Second Side of the 
Medal

111 negative 7

100 shipbuilding is critical
to the US economy N 214 use of systems thinking tools for

structuring discussions with a following
development of recommendations for systems
thinking usage in the US shipbuilding industry

H

201 What factors characterize a
potential of the US Shipbuilding

industry 2

>
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There are NO Perfect Tools

7 increased number of poorely selected technological
processes or technical dicisions that were selected

without analysis of problem recurrence in these
processes and decisions in the US shipbuilding and

foreign shipbuilding industries 2

107 30 years experience vs
1 year experience 30 times

0
108 regular

submarine landings 0

109 Liberty ships:
faster is "OK" 0

111 negative 8

100 shipbuilding is critical
to the US economy P

214 use of systems thinking tools for
structuring discussions with a following

development of recommendations fo rsystems
thinking usage in the US shipbuilding industry

J

205 lack of understanding
of fire safety regulations 0

221 numerous accidents in
the world shipbuilding

industry 0

]
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Attachment to Old-established Practices and 
Traditionalism in the U.S. Shipbuilding Industry 

13 lack of recommendations on
engineering role in quality

management defined with the theory
of design. 0

15 lack of recommendations on how
engineering role in productivity

defined with the theory of design 0

7 increased number of poorely selected technological
processes or technical dicisions that were selected

without analysis of problem recurrence in these
processes and decisions in the US shipbuilding and

foreign shipbuilding industries 3

8 lack of formal education in
engineering, manufacturing and

management in the US shipbuilding
engineering community 0

14 lack of recommendations on
how education in quality is defined

with the theory of design 0

10 lack of recommendations on
how quality processeses are defined

with the theory of design 0

11 lack of recommendations on
criteria for selection of CAD tools

that defined with the theory of design
0

104 quality:
program factors 0

111 negative 9

100 shipbuilding is critical
to the US economy Q 214 use of systems thinking tools for

structuring discussions with a following
development of recommendations fo rsystems
thinking usage in the US shipbuilding industry

K

230
recommendations 0
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Problem Structuring and Decision Making 
Process in the U.S. Shipbuilding Industry

16 sophisticated CAD tools for design
and development of the products are not

capable to impact processes across
organization 0

17 inable to incorporate
complex knowledge of

design 0

18 lack of capability to
carry non-geometrical data

0

19 do not offer a
framework for design 0

7 increased number of poorely selected technological
processes or technical dicisions that were selected

without analysis of problem recurrence in these
processes and decisions in the US shipbuilding and

foreign shipbuilding industries 4

111 negative A

100 shipbuilding is critical
to the US economy R

214 use of systems thinking tools for
structuring discussions with a following

development of recommendations fo rsystems
thinking usage in the US shipbuilding industry

L

209 category of
diffects 0

223 instruments
used 0
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A Need for Quality Foundations in Each Phase of 
Design in the U.S. Shipbuilding Industry

29 there are five main
phases in ship design 0

20 conceptual
design 0

24 preliminary
design 0

23 functional
desgn 0

22 transitional
design 0

21 detail design 0

7 increased number of poorely selected technological
processes or technical dicisions that were selected

without analysis of problem recurrence in these
processes and decisions in the US shipbuilding and

foreign shipbuilding industries 5

111 negative B

100 shipbuilding is critical
to the US economy S

214 use of systems thinking tools for
structuring discussions with a following

development of recommendations for systems
thinking usage in the US shipbuilding industry

M

208 100% of defects in
conceptual design 0

209 category of
defects 1

210 100% of defects in
the detail design 0

211 100% of defects in
transitional design 0

212 100% of defects in
functional design 0

213 100% of defects in
preliminary design 0

220 initial introduction of defects
due to the misunderstanding of

quality in each phase 0
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Quality in the U.S. Shipbuilding Industry 
is a Science, not an Intuition

7 increased number of poorely selected technological
processes or technical dicisions that were selected

without analysis of problem recurrence in these
processes and decisions in the US shipbuilding and

foreign shipbuilding industries 6

8 lack of formal education in
engineering, manufacturing and

management in the US shipbuilding
engineering community 1

10 lack of recommendations on
how quality processeses are defined

with the theory of design 1

12 what is
quality? 0

27 quality characterizes each phase of the
design, how human factors are conected to
production, how human factors reflect on

the processes of management 0

26 example: regular meetings for 6
months where each manager

expressed his/her understanding of
quality 0

25 Relationship between human factors and
production processes through governing
documents, because engineers design, so

through the programs that engineers use in the
design developement 0

104 quality:
program factors 1

111 negative C

100 shipbuilding is critical
to the US economy T

214 use of systems thinking tools for
structuring discussions with a following

development of recommendations fo rsystems
thinking usage in the US shipbuilding industry

N

231 quality program
through experience 0
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Transformation of Quality in the U.S. 
Shipbuilding Industry

10 lack of recommendations on
how quality processeses are defined

with the theory of design 2

6 human factor
and quality 0

12 what is
quality? 1

27 quality characterizes each phase of the
design, how human factors are conected to

production, how human factors reflect on the
processes of management 1

26 example: regular meetings for 6
months where each manager

expressed his/her understanding of
quality 1

25 Relationship between human factors and
production processes through governing

documents, because engineers design, so through
the programs that engineers use in the design

developement 1

110 positive 5

100 shipbuilding is critical
to the US economy U 214 use of systems thinking tools for

structuring discussions with a following
development of recommendations fo rsystems
thinking usage in the US shipbuilding industry

O

206 foreign shipbuilding industries do
not have quality organizations, quality is
embedded into the work processes 0

207 issues are
addressed 0

231 quality program
through experience 1
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Human Factor as Manager’s Experience in 
the U.S. Shipbuilding Industry

6 human factor and
quality 0 0

27 quality characterizes each phase of the
design, how human factors are conected to

production, how human factors reflect on the
processes of management 1 0

26 example: regular meetings for 6
months where each manager

expressed his/her understanding of
quality 1 0

25 Relationship between human factors and
production processes through governing

documents, because engineers design, so through
the programs that engineers use in the design

developement 1 0

110 positive 5 0

100 shipbuilding is critical
to the US economy U 0 214 use of systems thinking tools for

structuring discussions with a following
development of recommendations fo rsystems
thinking usage in the US shipbuilding industry

O 0

206 foreign shipbuilding industries do
not have quality organizations, quality is
embedded into the work processes 0 0

207 issues are
addressed 0 0

231 quality program
through experience 1 0
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Quality Program vs. Quality Environment in 
the U.S. Shipbuilding Industry

16 sophisticated CAD tools for design
and development of the products are not

capable to impact processes across
organization 1

17 inable to incorporate
complex knowledge of

design 1

18 lack of capability to
carry non-geometrical data

1

19 do not offer a
framework for design 1

11 lack of recommendations on
criteria for selection of CAD tools

that defined with the theory of design
1

6 human factor
and quality 2

110 positive 7

100 shipbuilding is critical
to the US economy W

214 use of systems thinking tools for
structuring discussions with a following

development of recommendations fo rsystems
thinking usage in the US shipbuilding industry

Q

206 foreign shipbuilding industries do
not have quality organizations, quality is
embedded into the work processes 2

207 issues are
addressed 2

223 instruments
used 1

*+
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Human Factor and Quality Environment in 
the U.S. Shipbuilding Industry

13 lack of recommendations on
engineering role in quality

management defined with the theory
of design. 2

15 lack of recommendations on how
engineering role in productivity

defined with the theory of design 2

8 lack of formal education in
engineering, manufacturing and

management in the US shipbuilding
engineering community 3

9 exessive use of experience
(military experience, lost of
innovation, Prof. Saeed) 0

14 lack of recommendations on
how education in quality is defined

with the theory of design 2

6 human factor
and quality 3

110 positive 8

100 shipbuilding is critical
to the US economy Y

214 use of systems thinking tools for
structuring discussions with a following

development of recommendations fo rsystems
thinking usage in the US shipbuilding industry

S

206 foreign shipbuilding industries do
not have quality organizations, quality is
embedded into the work processes 3

207 issues are
addressed 3

230
recommendations 2
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Deficiencies in the U.S. Shipbuilding Industry 
Addressed through Human Factor

7 increased number of poorely selected technological
processes or technical dicisions that were selected

without analysis of problem recurrence in these
processes and decisions in the US shipbuilding and

foreign shipbuilding industries 8

9 exessive use of experience
(military experience, lost of
innovation, Prof. Saeed) 1

104 quality:
program factors 3

111 negative E

100 shipbuilding is critical
to the US economy Z

214 use of systems thinking tools for
structuring discussions with a following

development of recommendations fo rsystems
thinking usage in the US shipbuilding industry

T

230
recommendations 3
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Employment of Systems Thinking Tools as a Foundation 
for U.S. Shipbuilding Industry Positive Potential

33 use human
factors 0

240 cognitive mapping with SD
modeling is successfully used in

similar industries 0

73 shipbuilding industry as a
complex organizational

structure 5

47 shipbuilding industry
influences adjacent

industries 5218 what is SD? 0

110 positive 9

+

1000 shipbuilding is
critical to the US

economy 1

+

;:
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Employment of Systems Thinking Tools as Basis for 
Transformation to the Multiple Theories of Design in the 

U.S. Shipbuilding Industry

32 SD modeling is
successfully used in the
shipbuilding industry 0

240 cognitive mapping with SD
modeling is successfully used in

similar industries 2

73 shipbuilding industry as a
complex organizational

structure 6

47 shipbuilding industry
influences adjacent

industries 6

110 positive A

+
1000 shipbuilding is

critical to the US
economy 2

+

214 use of systems thinking tools for
structuring discussions with a following

development of recommendations fo rsystems
think ing usage in the US shipbuilding industry

V

201 What factors characterize a
potential of the US Shipbuilding

industry 3
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Defining a Scale of Potential through the use of Systems 
Thinking Tools in the U.S. Shipbuilding Industry

240 cognitive mapping with SD
modeling is successfully used in

similar industries 3

73 shipbuilding industry as a
complex organizational

structure 8

47 shipbuilding industry
influences adjacent

industries 8218 what is SD? 3

110 positive B

+
1000 shipbuilding is

critical to the US
economy 3

+

214 use of systems thinking tools for
structuring discussions with a following

development of recommendations fo rsystems
thinking usage in the US shipbuilding industry

W

201 What factors characterize a
potential of the US Shipbuilding

industry 4
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Human Factors as a Critical Part of Each 
Employee in the U.S. Shipbuilding Industry

33 use human
factors 1

38 schedule
pressure 0

39 knowledge
sharing 0 40 morale 0

36 skill 0

37 experience 0

35 overtime 0
34 learning 0

240 cognitive mapping with SD
modeling is successfully used in

similar industries 4

73 shipbuilding industry as a
complex organizational

structure 9

47 shipbuilding industry
influences adjacent

industries 9

218 what is
SD? 1

110 positive 6

+
1000 shipbuilding is

critical to the US
economy 4

+

214 use of systems thinking tools for
structuring discussions with a following

development of recommendations fo rsystems
thinking usage in the US shipbuilding industry

I

201 What factors characterize a
potential of the US Shipbuilding

industry 5
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Human Factors Influence on Formulating of 
U.S. Shipbuilding Potential

33 use human
factors 1 0

38 schedule
pressure 0 0

39 knowledge
sharing 0 0 40 morale 0 0

36 skill 0 0

37 experience 0 0

35 overtime 0 0
34 learning 0 0

240 cognitive mapping with SD
modeling is successfully used in

similar industries 4 0

73 shipbuilding industry as a
complex organizational

structure 9 0

47 shipbuilding industry
influences adjacent

industries 9 0

218 what is
SD? 1 0

110 positive 6 0

+
1000 shipbuilding is

critical to the US economy
4 0

+

)
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Back up: A Story

74 shipbuilding industry
expreiences budgetary

constrains

41 shipbuilding industry products
are complex, multidisciplpinary,

one-off products

58 lack of knowledge in technological and
organizational processes (manager and
engineer has no information about other

options)

54 US shipbuilding
remains behind foreign

peers

63 continuing use of legacy
designs limits a use of new
methods and techniques

61 lack of capturing
production knowledge

60 lack of formally
defined process

constraints

62 lack of ability to define
parameters for optimum
production performance

83 lack of education among
management in engineering,

manufacturing and management

84 excessive use of
military experience

85 too easy distroy
traditions

79 decreased design cycle
lead to the principle defects

72 lack of tools for developing criteria for
what type of traditions in the high

techniology processes CAN on CAN
NOT be destroyed

75 lack of use of systems
thinking tools among

engineering community

78 lack of thoroughness in
research in each of five main

phases in ship design29 there are five main
phases in ship design

20 conceptual
design

24 preliminary
design

23 functional
desgn

22 transitional
design

21 detail design

1 use not only
administrative
parameters

5 schedule

4 budget

2 work sequence

3 organizational
structure

33 use human
factors

38 schedule
pressure

39 knowledge
sharing 40 morale

36 skill

37 experience

35 overtime
34 learning

13 lack of
recommendations

on engineering role
in quality

management defined
with the theory of

design.

15 lack of
recommendations on

how engineering role in
productivity defined
with the theory of

design
16 sophisticated CAD tools
for design and development

of the products are not
capable to impact processes

across organization

17 inable to incorporate
complex knowledge of

design

18 lack of capability to
carry non-geometrical

data

19 do not offer a
framework for design

82 "soft" human elements can not
be taken into account by different

management techniques

32 SD modeling is
successfully used in the

shipbuilding industry

240 cognitive mapping with SD
modeling is successfully used in

similar industries

7 increased number of poorely
selected technological processes or

technical dicisions that were selected
without analysis of problem recurrence
in these processes and decisions in the

US shipbuilding and foreign
shipbuilding industries

73 shipbuilding industry as a
complex organizational

structure

44 classified as
industry

42 classified by
technology

43 classified by
territory

8 lack of formal
education in
engineering,

manufacturing and
management in the

US shipbuilding
engineering
community

9 exessive use
of experience

(military
experience, lost
of innovation,
Prof. Saeed)

76 exessive use of
technique of damp
downing defects

77 doing faster rather
than smarter

14 lack of
recommendations on

how education in quality
is defined with the
theory of design

53 lack of recommendations on how
technological and organizational

processeses are defined with the theory
of design

68 engineering
design 0

67 architectural
design 0

66 systemic
design 0

65 art design 0

55 U.S. shipbuilding has
policies and procedures for

engineering design only

80 foreign shipbuilding
peers use

81 "Leiberty Ships"
during WWII 0

48 availability and use
of high-technology

10 lack of recommendations on
how quality processeses are

defined with the theory of design

11 lack of recommendations on
criteria for selection of CAD tools

that defined with the theory of design

70 customer does not
define what theory of design

to use

69 lack of education in
systems thinking among

managers

71 if a project bid is used on a
competative bases then give a priority to
the organization that use new theories of

design

56 history ?

57 history + simple
engineering design

52 US government has to give money
to the shipbuilding industry for

transferring it to the other theories of
design

50 US shipbuilding industry
is under government

subsidies

47 shipbuilding industry
influences adjacent

industries

64 Who should get the money?
(shipbuilding industry, research

institute, others)

49 this is what America tries
to reach foreign countries

with

51 lag in development form
the use of different theories of

design

218 what is SD?

31 what factors SD
brings (human factors,

etc)

6 human factor
and quality

28 defense of their
work at each phase

30 degree of
importance of human

factors

12 what is quality?

27 quality characterizes each phase of the
design, how human factors are conected to

production, how human factors reflect on the
processes of management

26 example: regular meetings for 6
months where each manager

expressed his/her understanding of
quality 25 Relationship between human

factors and production processes
through governing documents,
because engineers design, so

through the programs that engineers
use in the design developement

101 effective use of
taxpayers' money

102 skill base of the US
shipbuilding industry is eroding:

discussion in press

103 foreign companies don't have
quality organizations (employees

solve problems temselves)

107 30 years experience vs
1 year experience 30 times

108 regular
submarine landings

109 Liberty ships:
faster are "OK "

104 quality:
program factors

105 artificial

106 realistic

110 positive

111 negative

+
1000 shipbuilding is

critical to the US
economy

+

+

200 taxpayers'
money are used

214 use of systems thinking tools for structuring
discussions with a following development of

recommendations for systems thinking usage in
the US shipbuilding industry

201 What factors
characterize a potential
of the US Shipbuilding

industry

202 Sustaining U.S.nuclear
design capabilities that are

discussed in press203 examples of negative
influence to the adjacent

industries

204 requests for new
high technologies

205 lack of understanding
of fire safety regulations

206 foreign shipbuilding
industries do not have
quality organizations,

quality is embedded into
the work processes

207 issues are
addressed

208 100% of defects in
conceptual design

209 category of
defects

210 100% of defects in
the detail design

211 100% of defects in
transitional design

212 100% of defects in
functional design

213 100% of defects in
preliminary design

216 period of 100
years

217 lack of education in
systems thinking among

engineers

220 initial intoduction of defects
due to the misunderstanding of

quality in each phase

221 numerous accidents in
the world shipbuilding

industry

223 instruments
used

230
recommendations

231 quality program
through experience

227 US shipbuilding industry is trying to
compensate this lag by the use of high

technologies at the level of engineering design
and damage themselves

228 use of different
theories of design

230 US shipbuilding will
employ other design

theories
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